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incidentally, the fact that they practised circumcision),1 and
(3) that they did not use images in their worship.2 In the
general attitude of Gentiles to Jews contempt was more marked
than hatred.
Under such circumstances the question arises how Jewish
propaganda could have begun and why it succeeded. Here,
in brief, are the reasons 3:
(1) The propaganda of the Diaspora sought above all to
present Judaism to the outer world in a form which would not
repel it. Laying little stress on those customs at which the
anti-Semites gibed, it insisted rather on Jahwistic monotheism
and ethics, presenting Judaism as the one pure religion, a religion
without images, or, as we should say, " a worship in spirit and
in truth." Viewed in another light, it presented Judaism as
the perfect philosophy. A Jew who borrowed the name of
Phocylides, and who lived towards the middle of the first century
a.d., wrote a manual of Jewish morality for the use of pagans.4
He confined it to the essential teachings of religion, to certain
rules of common morality and to a small number of exceedingly
mild observances. The endeavour of Josephus (Ant., xx, 11 ;
Vita, xxiii) to render Judaism acceptable as a religious philo-
sophy, and that to which the whole work of Philo bears witness,
were directed towards the same end. If Strabo (xvi, 2, 35)
speaks with a certain sympathy of Moses, it is because the
Jewish source upon which he draws portrayed the Lawgiver
under the guise of a genuine Stoic philosopher. Similarly,
Varro, who saw in imageless worship the appropriate form of
casta religio, cites with approval the example of the Jews.5
 (2)	Outside Jerusalem Judaism practised no  cult in the
strict sense of the word, but was confined entirely to a form of
life which it imposed on its adherents.    It offered itself as the
supreme way of life, justified by the oldest book in the world,
and expressing itself in a practical discipline of moral and holy
living superior to anything offered by the other ancient religions,
because no other had sought to the same extent to free mankind
from the bondage of sin.
 (3)	The religious needs of the pagan world at this period
no longer found satisfaction in the ancient national religions,
and they turned with an ever-growing determination to the
1 Juvenal, Sat, xiv, 96jgf.
3 Juvenal, Sat., xiv, 97 : " Nihilpraeter nubes et caeli numen adorant"
Pliny, HisL Nat., xiii, 4, 46 : " Gens contumelia numinum insignis" Cf.
Tacitus, HisL, v, 5.
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6 Augustine, Civ. Dei, iv, 31.

